GA4GH Phenopackets: A Practical Introduction
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The Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH) is developing a suite of coordinated standards for genomics for healthcare. The Phenopacket is a new GA4GH standard for sharing disease and phenotype information that characterizes an individual person, linking that individual to detailed phenotypic descriptions, genetic information, diagnoses, and treatments. A detailed example is presented that illustrates how to use the schema to represent the clinical course of a patient with retinoblastoma, including demographic information, the clinical diagnosis, phenotypic features and clinical measurements, an examination of the extirpated tumor, therapies, and the results of genomic analysis. The Phenopacket Schema, together with other GA4GH data and technical standards, will enable data exchange and provide a foundation for the computational analysis of disease and phenotype information to improve our ability to diagnose and conduct research on all types of disorders, including cancer and rare diseases.

1. Introduction

The Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH), a policy-framing and technical standards-setting organization, is developing a suite of coordinated standards to enable responsible genomic and related-health data sharing.[1] The Phenopacket is a new GA4GH schema for sharing disease and phenotype information. A Phenopacket characterizes an individual person or biosample, linking that individual to detailed phenotypic descriptions, genetic information, diagnoses, and treatments. The Phenopacket schema supports the FAIR principles (findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable), and computability.[2–5] Specifically, Phenopackets are designed to be
both human and machine-interpretable, enabling computing operations and validation on the basis of defined relationships between diagnoses, lab measurements, and genotypic information.\(^{[2]}\)

The Phenopacket schema enables comparison of sets of phenotypic attributes from individual patients. Such comparisons can aid in diagnosis and facilitate patient classification and stratification for identifying new diseases and treatments.\(^{[2]}\) The Phenopacket schema is designed to support interoperability between people, organizations, and systems that comprise the worldwide effort to understand human disease. The structure of the information in a phenopacket was designed for integration within clinical laboratories, journals, data repositories, patient registries, electronic health records (EHRs), and knowledge bases. Increasing the volume of computable data across a diversity of systems will support global disease analysis by integrating genotypic, phenotypic, and other multi-modal data for precision health applications.

Because of the broad range of intended use cases and the large number of terminologies and ontologies in use by different communities, the Phenopacket Schema is intentionally flexible with respect to which elements are required and which terminologies or ontologies must be used. Nonetheless, a given hospital, project, or research consortium may wish to apply different constraints. For instance, a Mendelian genetics consortium might stipulate the use of Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) terms\(^{[11]}\) to describe phenotypic abnormalities, and a cancer genomics consortium might require that each phenopacket have a biosample for a tumor biopsy in which National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCIT) terms\(^{[4]}\) are used to describe the histological features and other phenotypic characteristics.

In this article, we demonstrate the features of the GA4GH Phenopacket based on a typical clinical case report of a child with retinoblastoma.\(^{[5]}\) Retinoblastoma is a malignant tumor of the developing retina that typically occurs in children. Retinoblastoma is the most common eye cancer in childhood, but still a relatively rare disease, occurring in approximately one in 16 000–18 000 live births worldwide.\(^{[6]}\) The most common presenting signs are white pupillary reflex (leukocoria) and squinting (strabismus). Most affected children are diagnosed before the age of 5 years. Standard examination methods include, in particular, ophthalmoscopy, sonography; and—especially for staging purposes—magnetic resonance imaging. The chance of recovery and of preservation of eyesight depends very much on the spread of the tumor inside and outside the eye. The main therapeutic goal is always to save the life of the patient, which means primarily a complete removal of the tumor, while clinical management aims to preserve the eyeball and as much of the vision as possible.\(^{[7]}\) Retinoblastoma can occur sporadically or as a Mendelian trait. According to the Knudson hypothesis,\(^{[8]}\) development of retinoblastoma is initiated if both RB1 alleles have acquired disease-causing mutations. In sporadic forms, both mutations occur in somatic cells; in heritable retinoblastoma, the first RB1 mutation is inherited and only the second mutation occurs as a somatic event. In some cases, the first mutation occurs de novo either as a germline variant or a somatic mosaic.\(^{[9]}\) The RB1 gene is located at chromosome 13q14. Some patients have large 13q deletions that contain the RB1 gene.\(^{[10]}\) Germline or de novo mosaic 13q deletions can involve the surrounding genes delineating a contiguous gene syndrome characterized by retinoblastoma, developmental anomalies, and facial dysmorphisms.\(^{[11]}\) Mosaicism results from postzygotic mutation that occurs during early embryonic development and can lead to germline or somatic mosaicism, potentially causing a less severe and/or variable phenotype compared with the equivalent constitutive mutation.\(^{[12]}\)

### 2. Basic Introduction to Protobuf

The Phenopacket Schema is a data model that is represented using the open source protocol buffers framework developed by Google. Protocol buffers ("protobuf" for short) provide a language-neutral, platform-neutral, and extensible mechanism for serializing structured data. They are used extensively in inter-server communications as well as for archival storage of data on disk.\(^{[13]}\) The data schema is described in .proto files and specifies how data is to be serialized (stored) as a hierarchical structure with key-value pairs similar to JSON or XML. However, in contrast to these formats which are written in plain text, data that is encoded using protobuf can be exchanged in a memory-efficient binary format. The protobuf file can be converted by the protobuf compiler into many different computer languages, including Java and Python, which provides a widely used framework for working with phenopackets. Additionally, protobuf can easily be converted into JSON or YAML for human consumption.\(^{[14]}\)

In protobuf terminology, a message is a data structure that can contain multiple fields. Messages can be combined hierarchically so that one message contains another message. The .proto files define the structure of messages and the data types of the fields,
including integers, strings, floating point numbers, and timestamps (Figure 1).

In this article, we present a detailed example that shows how to encode various kinds of clinical data using the Phenopacket Schema. We will not discuss computational tools for creating phenopackets, which include Java and Python frameworks available from the protobuf framework itself. For readability, we will display phenopacket data using YAML, an intentionally human-friendly data serialization language that is one of the many different formats in which Phenopackets can be represented including YAML, JSON, binary (protobuf), RDF, and SQL. YAML and JSON versions of the complete phenopacket presented here are available as Supplementary files 1 and 2.

3. Overall Structure of the Phenopacket

The GA4GH Phenopacket Schema contains several optional elements to represent a case report. The current example uses many of the optional fields. The Phenopacket represents the entire case report with information about the patient (Individual), the clinical diagnosis (Disease), several phenotypic features (PhenotypicFeature), clinical measurements (Measurement), an examination of the extirpated tumor (Biosample), therapies (MedicalAction), and the results of genomic analysis (GenomicInterpretation) (Figure 2).

Phenopacket Schema is capitalized as a proper noun to refer to the data schema, however one should write “phenopacket” in lower case when one is referring to a phenopacket that represents an individual case. The following examples illustrate common use cases but do not present all of the fields in the Phenopacket Schema. Comprehensive documentation is available online. This article does not cover how to create phenopackets computationally, although we touch on this topic in the Discussion. Instead, we present a detailed example that is intended to help implementers and users of phenopackets understand their scope and capabilities.

4. Retinoblastoma and Mosaic 13q Deletion: A Case Report

For this example, we present a 6-month-old child with retinoblastoma owing to a de novo mosaic deletion on 13q involving multiple genes, including RB1. She first came to medical attention because of leukocoria, strabismus, and retinal detachment in her...
left eye. Diagnostic workup included whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of germline DNA, which led to the identification of the de novo 13q deletion. Treatment included first intra-arterial melphalan infusions, which had to be discontinued because of adverse effects (vasospasm). Treatment with a regimen of three chemotherapeutic agents was attempted, but removal of the affected eye (enucleation) became necessary because of lack of response to the regimen. Histological investigation of tissue from the enucleated eye revealed several typical findings including apoptotic and necrotic cells and Flexner–Wintersteiner rosettes. WGS of DNA from the tumor sample revealed a somatic single-nucleotide variant in RB1 (“second hit”).[9] For demonstration purposes, some clinical features were added to the original case report. The following sections show how individual components (messages) of the Phenopacket Schema can be used to represent the clinical information from the case report.

5. Individual

Each phenopacket describes one individual. In many cases, the individual is a patient or a proband of a study, but phenopackets can be used to represent information about controls as well. The subject of the phenopacket is represented by an Individual message that contains fields for an identifier, the date of birth or age at the latest clinical encounter, the vital status, the sex, and karyotypic sex. The majority of fields in Individual (and of the other elements of the Phenopacket Schema) are optional and can be left out if no information is available or if the field is not relevant for the intended use case. For instance, the date of birth field should not be used if a phenopacket is intended to be shared, and the karyotypic sex element should only be used if the results of chromosome analysis are available. The age (or age range) of the individual can be represented in a number of ways, some of which preserve privacy and are intended for responsible data sharing, and some of which are more precise. If the phenopacket is not intended to be shared broadly and the birthdate and the date of the last encounter need to be recorded, a Time stamp message can be used to represent this information precisely. In many cases, the birthdate will be omitted and the age can be represented using an ISO 8601 string. For instance, the age of 42 years, 7 months, and 13 days would be represented as P42Y7M13D. One can also represent the age as P42Y without specifying the month or days, or one can use an AgeRange message to indicate that the individual’s age lies within a given range, which may be desirable to help preserve privacy. All information in a phenopacket refers to this individual.

In the current case, the following information was provided about the patient in the original publication.

“A 6-month-old girl conceived by in vitro fertilization (IVF) (own oocytes and anonymous donor sperm) was admitted to the hospital because of leukocoria and strabismus. Past medical history and physical examination were unremarkable except for clinodactyly of the right fifth finger. Indirect ophthalmoscopic examination and examination under anesthesia was performed by ophthalmologists. Orbital ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans showed a 14 × 13 × 11 mm left eye tumor located in the lower-external retinal side. Retinal detachment was also detected.”

The Phenopacket representation of the clinical information for this case is shown in Figures 3a–12. The patient id is arbitrarily defined as “proband A”. Based on the case report, several key features were included in the Phenopacket representation. We define the age of the patient as 6 months (P6M) and the sex as female. For the sake of example, we have indicated the karyotypic (chromosomal) sex of the proband, although chromosome analysis would not typically be performed for this clinical indication (Figure 3a). Additionally, the gender field can be used to specify the self-identified gender of an individual using an ontology term,[16] and the vitalStatus message can be used to indicate if a patient is alive or deceased (an example unrelated to the retinoblastoma case is shown in Figure 3b).

6. PhenotypicFeature

The PhenotypicFeature is the central element of the Phenopacket Schema. A PhenotypicFeature can be used to describe each phenotypic feature (often, but not necessarily, clinical abnormalities) including signs and symptoms, laboratory findings, imaging, and electrophysiological results, along with modifier and qualifier concepts. Each phenotypic feature is described using an
ontology term. One can indicate whether a certain abnormality was excluded during the diagnostic process (e.g., whether a morphological cardiac defect was excluded by echocardiography), or optionally use other HPO terms to denote the severity of the phenotypic feature or add other modifiers that describe the frequency (e.g., number of occurrences of seizures per week), laterality (e.g., unilateral), or another pattern of a certain phenotypic feature in the patient being described. Finally, the onset (and if applicable the resolution) of specific features can be indicated (Figure 4).

7. Measurement

The Measurement message is used to capture quantitative, ordinal (e.g., absent/present), or categorical measurements. For some applications such as phenotype-driven genomic diagnostics of rare disease, qualitative representations of phenotypic abnormalities are appropriate, e.g., “Ocular hypertension” (HP:0007906), which denotes an increase of the intraocular pressure that is 2 standard deviations or more above the population mean. For other use cases, such as following the development of some parameter over time, the original quantitative values may be preferable, and can be represented using the Measurement element. Eyeshots that harbor a retinoblastoma characteristic display increased intraocular pressure.\(^{[17]}\) In our example, the patient is noted to have an intraocular pressure of 25 mm Hg, which is above the normal range, observed in the eye affected by the retinoblastoma (left eye). Measurement messages can be used to represent normal measurements; for instance, in our example the right eye was not affected by retinoblastoma and displayed a normal intraocular pressure of 15 mm Hg, measured with the Perkins tonometer.\(^{[17]}\) Both measurements include the reference (normal) range of 10–21 mm Hg (Figure 5).
8. Biosample

A Biosample contains information about the examination of biological specimens from which the substrate molecules (e.g., genomic DNA, RNA, proteins) for molecular analyses (e.g., sequencing, array hybridisation, mass-spectrometry) are extracted. Examples would be a tissue biopsy, a single cell from a culture for single cell genome sequencing, or a protein fraction from a gradient centrifugation. Several instances (e.g., technical replicates) or types of experiments (e.g., genomic array as well as RNA-seq experiments) may refer to the same Biosample.

In our example, the Biosample message contains information about the histology of a “retinoblastoma” (NCIT:C39853) removed by “enucleation” (NCIT:C48601) of the “left eye” (UBERON:0004548) and classified as “Retinoblastoma pT3 TNM Finding v8” (NCIT:C140720). Histology further showed a “Flexner–Wintersteiner rosette formation” typical of retinoblastoma, in addition to “Apoptosis and Necrosis” (Figure 6).

While a Biosample message could be used to describe routine blood or buccal swab samples used for analysis of germline DNA, if the specifics of the collected tissue are not deemed relevant for the analysis, the information can be omitted (in this case, the subjectOrBiosampleId of the relevant GenomicInterpretation element should be set to the proband id; see below).

9. Interpretation

A Phenopacket can contain one or more Interpretation elements that specify interpretations of genomic findings. For instance, a report from a diagnostic laboratory about a variant interpreted to be causal for a certain Mendelian disease may be represented as an Interpretation element. Another example would be a report of an actionable somatic variant for which a targeted cancer therapy is available.

As a GA4GH standard, the Phenopacket Schema integrates with and leverages other GA4GH standards when applicable. The Phenopacket Schema uses the computational precision of the GA4GH Variation Representation Specification (VRS) while maintaining the flexibility of describing variation using human-readable variant description formats such as SPDI (NCBI sequence, position, deletion and insertion model)\(^\text{18}\) and HGVS\(^\text{19}\) through collaborative development and adoption of the VRS Added Tools for Interoperable Loquacious Exchange (VRSATILE).\(^\text{20}\) VRSATILE provides two primary object classes that are used in the Phenopacket Schema: the VariationDescriptor and the GeneDescriptor. These descriptor classes allow the extension of computationally precise concepts (e.g., VRS alleles, HGNC gene identifiers) with common additional attributes for systems to describe these concepts (e.g., identifier cross-references, HGVS descriptions, gene symbols, and informative contexts such as variant zygosity). This collaborative framework bridges existing variant representation formats and implementations to the more computationally precise concepts enabled by VRS.

In our example, the patient was found to have one mosaic 13q germline deletion and one somatic missense mutation. A phenopacket can contain one or more Interpretation messages, whereby each Interpretation refers to a single disease that is specified in the diagnosis field. The Interpretation contains a list of one or multiple GenomicInterpretation messages that contain information about genetic findings that support the diagnosis. In our case, the diagnosis is retinoblastoma, which is indicated by the corresponding NCIT ontology term. Each GenomicInterpretation has a mandatory subjectOrBiosampleId field that specifies either the id of the patient (which must be the same
as the id used in the subject field) or the identifier of the Biospecimen (which must be identical with the id used in one of the Biosample messages of the same phenopacket). For simplicity, we present this finding of a mosaic 13q in our example case as the result of whole-genome sequencing with estimation of mosaicism, but other technologies such as DNA microarrays might be more likely to be used in current clinical settings (Figure 7).

In our example, next-generation sequencing of the retinoblastoma tumor sample was performed with a gene panel to search for somatic variants.

“Looking for second hit mutations in RBP1, we applied a custom designed NGS panel (Onconano V2) that included the RBP1, BCOR and CREBBP genes (among other 400 commonly mutated genes in pediatric cancer). The study detected only one pathogenic single-nucleotide variant, RBP1 c.958C>T (p.Arg320Ter) (NM_000321.2; chromosome 13:48,941,648-C-T; allele frequency of 25%).”

This variant is represented as a second Genomic Interpretation message (Figure 8).

**10. Disease**

The Disease message refers to the clinical diagnosis of one or more diseases that the patient has. In our example, the diagnosis of grade E retinoblastoma was made based on the International Classification for Intraocular Retinoblastoma. The Disease message allows the reporting of one or more clinical TNM stages to indicate the extent of the primary tumor as well as potential nodal involvement (i.e., spread of malignant cells to regional or distal lymph nodes) and the detection of distant metastases. In our example, a Retinoblastoma-specific term from the NCIT thesaurus is used to indicate that no evidence of metastasis was found (Figure 9; nodal involvement is not a standard part of Retinoblastoma staging).

Clinical staging is based on information available prior to the initial definitive treatment. Pathologic staging includes clinical information and information obtained from pathologic examination of resected primary and, if applicable, regional lymph nodes. The Phenopacket Schema includes a field for clinical TNM codes in the Disease message, and an additional field for pathological TNM codes in the Biosample message (Figure 6).
Figure 9. Disease message. Disease message describing the diagnosis, the stage, age of onset, and primary site of retinoblastoma in the patient.

In cases where there is no disease diagnosis, the Disease message can be omitted. Alternatively, a general diagnosis can be indicated by choosing an ontology term that denotes a group of specific diseases. For instance, the initial clinical diagnosis of ciliopathy (MONDO:0005308) might be made in a child with clinical manifestations such as situs inversus and postaxial polydactyly. The genetic workup (which would be represented in the GenomicInterpretation message; see below) could describe the molecular diagnosis of Bardet–Biedl syndrome 17 (MONDO:0014445).

11. MedicalAction

For cancer, infectious disease, rare disease, and many categories of common disease, precision-medicine approaches to treatment based on classification by genetic variants are rapidly gaining in importance. Consequently, clinical decision-making needs to integrate genomic research findings with structured information about treatments. The GA4GH Phenopacket Schema includes a hierarchical representation of medical actions including medications, procedures, and other actions taken for clinical management. The Treatment element represents administration of a pharmaceutical agent, broadly defined as prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vaccines, and other therapeutic agents such as monoclonal antibodies or CAR T-cell-therapy. In our example, the following treatments were described.

“The patient received intraarterial melphalan but due to a local vasospasm in her left leg, the treatment was discontinued. Afterwards, four courses of conventional chemotherapy were administered (vincristine, carboplatin and etoposide). A partial response was achieved, but, despite chemotherapy, the disease progressed few weeks later and the affected eye was enucleated.”

The MedicalAction message describes actions taken for clinical management. Each message refers to a specific type of medical action using a Procedure, Treatment, RadiationTherapy, or TherapeuticRegimen message. Our example contains a Treatment message referring to the administration of melphalan (a chemotherapeutic drug), a TherapeuticRegimen message referring to the administration of a regimen of chemotherapeutics, and a Procedure message referring to enucleation, that is, the surgical removal of the affected eye (Figure 10).

11.1. Files

The files field of the Phenopacket Schema contains a list of File messages, each of which specifies a file with the results of genomic sequencing or another investigation. In our example, there is a single file and its location on the hard disk is given under uri (Uniform Resource Identifier) (Figure 11).

12. MetaData

The MetaData message is required to provide details about all of the ontologies and external references used in the Phenopacket. The resources field contains a list of Resource messages with one resource for each ontology or terminology and the corresponding version used to create the phenopacket (Figure 12).

13. Pedigree

This element is used to represent a pedigree to describe the family relationships of each sample along with their gender and phenotype (affected status). The information in this element can be used by programs for analysis of a multi-sample VCF file with exome or genome sequences of members of a family, some of whom are affected by a Mendelian disease. The Phenopacket Schema has implemented a PED-compatible data model to promote interoperability between existing PED files and PED software, but does not actually store a PED file.

In rare disease diagnostics and research, it is common to perform whole-exome or genome sequencing on multiple family members including persons affected and unaffected by a disease in order to be able to apply cosegregation analysis to filter or prioritize the variants. The GA4GH Phenopacket Schema provides a Family message that can include one or more phenopacket messages as well as a representation of the corresponding PED file. Future versions will be integrated with the GA4GH Pedigree standard. An example Family message is shown in Figure S3, Supporting Information. An analogous Cohort message is provided to represent a group of individuals related in some phenotypic or genotypic aspect.

14. Discussion

The VCF standard for storing genotyping data allowed a wide range of research groups to write software for analyzing such data. The GA4GH Phenopacket Schema aspires to be similarly transformative in the landscape of disease analysis using an aggregation of phenotype data with core clinical and histopathological information in conjunction with results from genomic data. The Phenopacket Schema was designed to support a number of use cases, including rare-disease diagnostics, supporting searches for samples relevant to a specific disease or condition in biobanks and databases, representation of longitudinal...
Figure 10. A list of three MedicalAction messages. The Treatment message (lines 220–250) refers to the intraarterial administration of melphalan. A single dose was administered on the indicated date to treat retinoblastoma with curative intent. Vasospasm occurred as an adverse drug effect which necessitated the termination of this treatment. The TherapeuticRegimen message (lines 251–267) refers to the administration of three chemotherapeutic drugs (carboplatin, etoposide, vincristine) according to standard protocols from the age of 7–8 months. The Procedure message (lines 268–283) describes the surgical removal of the affected eye.

Figure 11. File message. The URI field contains Uniform Resource Identifier, that is, a string for locating a file on the internet or other network or a computer file system. The individualToFileIdentifiers field is a map from the identifier used in the phenopacket to those used in the VCF or another file. The fileAttributes field is a list of key value pairs used to specify the genome assembly and the file format.

data in registries, providing a computational representation of published case reports, and other applications. This article provides an in-depth introduction to the representation of clinical data using the GA4GH Phenopacket Schema to annotate a patient with retinoblastoma. We focused on explanations of how the Phenopacket Schema represents clinical data. In practice, phenopackets will be constructed computationally. The protobuf framework automatically generates code for creating phenopackets in major programming languages including Java, Python, and C++. We show examples of how this can be done in Java and C++ in the main phenopacket schema repository and are preparing a Java library for validation and convenient construction of phenopackets that we will present separately. Additionally, the formats and standards developed for phenopackets are increasingly being adopted by other data discovery and exchange protocols such as the GA4GH Beacon API, as well as several tools and databases that consume or output phenopackets, thereby promoting a wider penetration of phenopackets standards and practices throughout biomedical research.

The Phenopacket Schema is flexible and adaptable to local and domain-specific needs. Importantly, and as indicated in the example, the phenopacket standard encourages the use of hierarchical classification systems and vocabularies such as HPO, UBERON or the NCIT; however it does not specify which ontologies have to be used, permitting user groups exchanging data to
Table 1. Summary of top-level fields of a Phenopacket. With the exception of the id and the metadata, all fields are optional.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Intended use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Id</td>
<td>An application-specific identifier for the phenopacket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject</td>
<td>Demographic information about the subject of the phenopacket (often a patient or proband)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phenotypicFeatures</td>
<td>List of PhenotypicFeature messages, each of which provides an ontology term and additional context to describe a phenotypic feature (symptoms, signs, laboratory, or imaging findings, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurements</td>
<td>List of Measurement messages, each of which represents the primary results of a clinical measurement such as a laboratory test. In many cases, measurements are used to store the numerical results of a test.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biosamples</td>
<td>List of Biosample messages, each of which represents clinical data about a biosample such as a biopsy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interpretations</td>
<td>List of Interpretation messages, each of which represents the clinical interpretation of a genetic or genomic investigation such as whole-genome sequencing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>diseases</td>
<td>List of Disease messages, each of which represents a clinical diagnosis of a disease.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>medicalActions</td>
<td>List of MedicalAction messages, each of which represents an action such as a treatment or clinical procedure taken for the clinical management of the subject of the phenopacket.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>files</td>
<td>List of File messages, each of which represents a file with data or results from a genomic or analogous high-throughput investigation. This field is intended for investigations done on peripheral blood samples (corresponding to germline DNA in the case of whole-genome sequencing). Investigations performed on other samples should be represented within the corresponding Biosample message.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metaData</td>
<td>Information about ontologies and references used in the phenopacket.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12. Phenopackets Metadata. The MetaData message contains information about each ontology used to provide terms in the phenopacket as well as the phenopacket version. Version 1 of the GA4GH standard was released in 2019 to elicit feedback from the community. Version 2 was developed on the basis of this feedback and is described here.

may be addressed in future versions of the Phenopacket Schema.

In general, computational tools are required to create and use phenopackets. Although the Phenopacket Schema is a relatively new development, several tools are already available. PhenoTips (https://phenotips.org/) is an open-source software tool for collecting and analyzing phenotypic information from probands or families with a suspected genetic condition. PhenoTips can be used to collect HPO terms and other information and can export the data as a phenopacket. SAMS (Symptom Annotation Made Simple) is a freely available web-based application that offers a number of features including the ability to create phenopackets on the fly or to export case-level data as phenopackets. Additionally, SAMS enables patients or relatives to enter data to be shared with physicians and offers an API that can be integrated into other applications.

A software library called phenopacket-tools (https://github.com/phenopackets/phenopacket-tools) provides developers with resources to streamline the creation and validation of phenopackets. The Phenopacket provides a standard input format for these tools that will simplify computational analysis pipelines, especially if the steps in the pipeline include a comparison of the results of multiple tools. Exomiser, LIRICAL, Phen2Gene, and CADA can take Phenopackets as input files, and other analysis tools will soon accept phenotype data in Phenopacket format.

As clinicians move from traditional clinical annotation practices towards more routine use of computationally powerful representations of concepts in medicine this flexibility will facilitate the development and adoption of a rapidly growing ecosystem of digital support tools, and will empower forward-looking computational multimodal data discovery and analysis. Genomic data will become ever more important in translational research and clinical care in the coming years and decades. The Phenopacket Schema represents a standard for capturing clinical data and integrating it with genomic data that will help to obtain the
maximal utility of this data for understanding disease and developing precision medicine approaches to therapy.
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